CAMPERS GENERAL CONDITIONS 2020
During Low Season (May - June - September), the reception is open from 8:30 to 12:30 pm and from 1:30pm to 6:30pm.
During High Season,, the reception is open from 8:30am
8:30
to 9pm.
We don't take RESERVATIONS for CAMPING pitches.
Arrivals are possible during the opening time of the reception.
The day of your departure, we please you to leave your pitch BEFORE 12am at the LATER.

PAYMENT
We agree payment:
- by cash
- by bank transfer
The amount of the stay is to pay THE DAY BEFORE your departure.
We do NOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARD.
Any installation is to pay and will
ill be invoiced (See rates list 2020).

DEPOSIT
At your arrival will be requested:
- an IDENTITY CARD (we keep at the reception during the stay)
stay
- a DEPOSIT of 20€ for the magnetic pass for the gate and for the number of the pitch .
The day of your departure, your deposit will be return you back after payment of your stay and return of the number of the pitch.
ELECTRICITY : don't forget your European standard ADAPTER and an EXTENSION CORD.
CAUTION: the electrical outlet supports only 1500 WATTS.

ANIMAL
TWO animals maximum per accommodation are allowed upon presentation of the book of vaccination. Dogs must be KEPT ON LEAD.
Are not accepted dogs of first and second class.

PARKING and TRAFFIC
Car speed is limited to 10km/h in the campsite..
The barriers at the entrance of the campsite are working 24/24h. We will give you a magnetic badge at your arrival.
It is forbidden to drive in the campsite from 11pm until 5am. We invite you to use the "parking after 11pm" during the night.

SWIMMING POOL and WATER SLIDE
During high season, the swimming pool
ool is open from 9am to 7:30pm. The water slide run from 10am
am to 12am and from 2pm to 7pm.
Thank you for respecting the rules of security and health at the swimming pool (no smoking, no eating, shower, ...). In the aquatic area,
children are under the responsibility of their parents. Rules of the aquatic area will be given to you at your arrival, we will please ask to
read it and to sign it.

GENERAL INFORMATION
We remind you that FIRES are strictly forbidden in the camping.
camping
Common barbecues are at your disposal behind the restaurant.
The Direction of the Mulinacciu decline any responsibility in case of robbery.
Usually, for the welfare of everybody, campers and renters, we ask you to adopt a good behavior (respect of the sleep, car speed in
the camp site, swimming pool and toboggan access at the opening time, damages...).
The Direction of the Mulinacciu reserve the right to exclude
exclude any repayment of stay in case of non compliance with these basic rules.

RULES
Any renter or camper is required to comply with the Rules and Regulation of the camping Mulinacciu and with the Safety Rules
displayed at the reception. U Mulinacciu disclaims any responsibility in the case of theft, fire, weather...and incidents within the civil
liability of costumer.

